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Vehicle Cleaning Systems

Clean Trucks with Cold Water in half 
the Time at half the Cost.....

.....Without Brushing!!
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 Largo knows a lot about cleaning over the road vehicles.  If fact, we have over 40 years ex-
perience in cleaning them, with the safest, easiest, most economical vehicle cleaning system 
ever made.   You too, can clean your trucks, vans, and buses, in half the time and at half the 
cost with our system over conventional hot water wash units. Whether you Trucks are 
painted, FRP, Stainless or Polished, we how how to clean them right.  Whether you are a 
truck owner or a leet owner, you recognize the energy saving advantages of cold water and 
know the labor economy of “no brushing”.  Clean Trucks protect your image, prevent vehicle 
deterioration and keep those highway folks looking at the dirty trucks instead of yours.  

A lot of truck owners talk about two step cleaning of their trucks, vans, trailers, feed haulers, 
livestock haulers, commercial buses, refers, and tankers.  They pretty much have the same 
idea and mind set on how to do it.  Buy a hot water washer, add an acid injector to it to apply  
brightener, and adjust the soap valve until it looks like its cleaning good.  You may vary a 
little on this type of application, but more than likely that’s how you are washing your 
vehicles.  

We also manufacturer hot water pressure washers and a lot of our units go into the trucking 
industry to wash trucks.  But absolutely nothing can clean a truck better than a Largo Two 
Step Machine using cold water with proven, safe, economical, and biodegradable Largo 

Detergents.  Hot Water Machines average 2 1/2 gallons of diesel per hour. $$ You do the math.  

One man. One Machine.....
 
Cold Water.........

No Brushing......

20 Minutes ........

Clean Truck ......

There is one system that is designed to safety clean and brighten your 
truck or leet without damage to glass, chrome, or polished aluminum surfaces.  
It’s easy, safe and economical to use.  The operator does not control the 
detergent mixture and you don’t need hot water to get you truck clean.


